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upon them, which with their weight they bended and
laid flat to the wall with the force of their fall.    They
stuck up from the board about 8 inches.    The board
was laid upon a pillow and supported by men with
towells ;   also men held towells for the persons feet
to fall upon.    After severall had throwne themselves
downe thus, they suffered their tongues to be boared
thorow with an iron, which was at one end about one
inch [and] about 8 at the other end, and the rest of
it but small;   but it was about i  yard long,    After
that the same persons suffered their armes to be stuck
full of iron needles about i foot long and § inch thick,
the needles being run  thorow  their skin  and stuck
therein, and also their skin on their breasts and back
being stuck full of like needles, and thorow each ear
one, which ran thorow their back skin and pinned their
eares thereto,    I numbred the needles on one arme
on one man, and there were 60 needles stuck in it,
so that I believe hee had stuck in his skin at least
200 needles.
And 2 great iron hookes about f inch thick run
thorow their Backes and could not be run each of
them into less than i-| inches of their flesh and skin ;
and by these hookes (with a cloth tyed to preserve
them from falling if the flesh and skin should breake)
were with a pulley lifted from the ground about
14 or 16 foot, and was swung swiftly 3 or 4 times
about in a circle, about 2 8 or 30 foot about, by bamboos
which were placed across a post stuck into the ground.
But all that swung so by the back had not needle[s]
stuck into their skin. And I see one man that had
so much confidence in the strength of his flesh and skin,
that with 2 hookes through the flesh and skin of his

